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INTRODUCTION 
An abelian group G is said to have the cancellation property if, for any 
abelian groups H and K, 
G@HgGBK implies H gg K. 
J6nsson and Tarski [5] proved that any finite abelian group has the 
cancellation property,l and, in answer to a question of Kaplansky [6], Cohn 
[I] and Walker [8] extended this result to finitely generated abelian groups. 
More recently, Rotman and Yen [7] showed that a countably generated 
torsion module (over a complete discrete valuation ring) all of whose Ulm 
invariants are finite, can be cancelled from isomorphic direct sums provided 
that the complementary summands are countable generated modules of 
finite rank. 
Here a description is given of those countable torsion abelian groups 
having the cancellation property. Thus: 
,q reduced countable torsion abelian group G has the cancellation property 
if and only if all the Ulm invariants of each primary component of G are Jinite. 
At present little is known regarding the validity of this theorem for 
uncountable torsion groups. It is clear that if a torsion group G has the 
cancellation property, then the basic subgroups of each primary component 
of G must have finite Ulm invariants; in particular, the cardinality of G can 
not exceed that of the continuum. The following result, which is a consequence 
of results in [3], provides the only other information in the uncountable 
case: if the primary components of a torsion group G are all torsion-complete 
and have finite Ulm invariants, then G has the cancellation property. 
* This work was supported in part by NSF Grants G-17957 and GP-212. 
1 Actually their result applies to systems much more general than abelian groups. 
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1. PRELIMINARY 
Throughout the usual notation and terminology from the theory of 
abelian groups is used.2 We will denote the cyclic subgroup generated by an 
element x in a group G by [x]. 
I f  G is a primary abelian group associated with a prime p, then the 
subgroups pG and G[p] are defined by 
pG={pxIx~G} and G[p] = {x / x E G, px = O}. 
The subgroups p*G of G are defined for each ordinal 01 as follows: p”G = G; 
if 01 = /3 + 1, thenp”G = p(pflG); if OL is a limit ordinal, then p”G = n,, pSG. 
If G is reduced, then there is a least ordinal h such thatp”G = 0; this or&al h 
is called the length of G. We set 
fd4 = rank(PaG n G[PlMP”+lG n G[Pl), 
and call fc(~~) the oath UZm invariant of G. Ulm’s theorem asserts that two 
reduced countable primary abelian groups with the same Ulm invariants are 
isomorphic. 
The height of an element x in a p-primary abelian group G is defined to 
be the largest integer r such that x EJYG, if a largest such Y  exists, otherwise 
the height of x is said to be infinite. A second transfinite sequence of 
subgroups Go is defined in the following way: Go = G; if 01 = /3 + 1, then 
G” consists of all elements in Gs which have infinite height in Go; if 01 is a 
limit ordinal, then G* = n,, Ga. Again, if G is reduced, there is a least 
ordinal 7 such that G” = 0; thi”s ordinal 7 is called the Ulm type of G, and it 
is denoted by UT(G). If  x is an element of G, and if 01 is an ordinal, then the 
coset x + G” will be denoted by x/a. 
Suppose now that G is a reduced countable torsion abelian group, and 
suppose that for some prime p and some ordinal CL, the orth Ulm invariant of 
the p-component of G is infinite. By Zippin’s theorems there exist two 
reduced countable p-primary abelian groups H and K, both of length 01 + 1, 
such that 
fH(B) = fK@> = 1 for all B < % 
fx(4 = 1 and fK(a) = 2. 
Ulm’s theorem yields that G @ H g G @ K, but H C& K. We conclude 
that if a reduced countable torsion abelian group has the cancellation property, 
then all the Ulm invariants of each of its primary components are Jinite. The 
2 See, for example, Fuchs [4] or Kaplansky [6]. 
SSee [4], p. 121, and [6], p. 33. 
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remainder of this note will be devoted to a proof of the converse. To this 
end, the following lemmas are needed. 
(1.1) Let G be a reduced countablep-primary abelian group with Ulm type 7, 
and let 01 < T be a limit ordinal. Then G contains subgroups Si (i = 1, 2, . ..). 
each of which contains G”, such that 
(i) UT(Si/Ga) = 01~ < 01 for each i = 1, 2, . . . . 
(ii) Sqi = G” for each i = 1, 2, . . . . 
(iii) G/GG = S,/G @ S,/G @ S,/Ga @ ... . 
Proof. Since cy. is a limit ordinal, it follows from the theorems of Ulm and 
Zippin that G/Ga has a direct decomposition 
G/G”=K,@K,@K,@..~ 
such that the Ulm types UT(KJ = i 01 are all less than 01, from a strictly 
increasing sequence, and have limit 01. Moreover, we can specify that if 01~ is 
not a limit ordinal, then K;i-’ is not of bounded order. Consequently, by 
Zippin’s theorem, for each i = 1, 2, . . . . there is a group Hi such that 
Set 
HpN G” and Hi/Ht:i g Ki . 
For each i = 1,2, . . . . let fi be an isomorphism of G” onto H;i, and let N 
be the subgroup of H generated by the set 
( fi(x) - fj(x) 1 x E G” and i,j = 1, 2, . ..>. 
Let S* denote the image of a subgroup S under the natural homomorphism 
of H onto H/N. Suppose a E H,. n N. As an element of N, a can be represented 
in the form 
a = z (fd%) -fi(%)) 
i/?‘,i#k 
where Y is an integer and x1 , . . . . xk+ , xk+r , . . . . x,. E G”. Then 
and as the left side of this equation is a member of Hk , while fi(xi) E Hi for 
i # k, it follows that each xi = 0. Thus a = 0, and hence 
H,nN=O (k = 1, 2, . ..). 
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Consequently Hi* E Hi for each i = 1,2, . . . . Furthermore, if 
then, for each i, M* = (H;i)* E H;t s G”. Also, since 
M* = (ff;i)* = (Hi*)“’ 
for each i, it follows that M* C (H*)“. Now 
H*/M* = 2 @ H,*IM* = 2 @ Hi*/(Hp)* 
i=l i=l 
Therefore H*/M* is a reduced group with Ulm type ar; whence (H*)” = M*. 
Thus Ulm’s theorem yields that H* E G, and (1.1) follows. 
(1.2) If G and H are reduced countable p-primary abelian groups, ;f 01 is 
an ordinal, and ;f v is a homomorphism of G” into H”, then v extends to a 
homomorphism of G into H. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on (Y. Suppose 01 = ,8 + 1. Since G is a 
countable primary group, GB/G@+i = Q/G” is a direct sum of cyclic groups, 
and, for suitable elements ai E Ga, we can write 
where the order of ai/a is ~“1. Then, for each i, p’Qa, E G”, and therefore 
there exists an element ti E He such that 
pniti = q3(pniai), 
Each element x E Ga has a unique representation of the form 
where 0 < sk < p”‘k , and u E G”. Define 
f(x) = sIti, + *** + srti, + y(u). 
It is then a straightforward verification that f is a homomorphism of GB into 
HP which extends v. By the assumption of the induction, f then extends to a 
homomorphism of G into H. 
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Suppose a: is a limit ordinal. Then by (1.1) there exist subgroups 
Si (z’ = 1, 2, . ..) of G. each of which contains G’, such that conditions (i), 
(ii), and (iii) of (1.1) are satisfied. By the induction assumption, for each i, 
there is a homomorphism fj which extends v  and which maps S; into H. 
For each i -~ 1, 2, . . . . pick a representative of each nonzero coset in S,/G”, 
and let U, be the collection of these representatives. Then each element 
x E G has a unique representation of the form 
where ui, E I;, and ‘u E G*. Define ,, 
Then againf is a homomorphism of G into H which extends 9. 
(1.3) Let G be a reduced countable p-primary abelian group, and let 01 be an 
ordinal. I f  K is a direct surnmand of G, and if Ga = U @ K” for some subgroup 
U, fhen there is a subgroup V suclz that G = IT 13) K and V’ = 1:. 
Proof. Pick a subgroup N such that G = H 3 K. Let r denote the 
projection of G” onto P relative to the decomposition Ga = U @ I?‘, and 
let v  he the restriction of n to H”. Then, for each x E H”. 
x - y(x) E u. 
Moreover, F is a homomorphism of H” into K”, and by (I .2), v  extends to a 
homomorphism f of H into K. For each x E H define 
and define 
g(x) = x --f(x), 
V = {g(x) 1 x E H). 
Note that I’ is a subgroup of G, and the mapping g is a homomorphism of H 
onto V. Since H and K are complementary direct summands, 
g(x) =x -f(X)EK 
if and only x = 0. Consequently, g is one-to-one, and V n k’ = 0. It follows 
that G = V @ K. Furthermore, since g is an isomorphism of H onto V, 
and since Ii” @ K” 7 U @ P, we conclude that v” m= U. 
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2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The following lemma is immediate from known results4 
(2.1) If A is an abelian group, n is a positive integer, and 
A = B, @ ..a @R,@C=Z@D, 
tET 
where each Bi (i = 1, . . . . n) is a primary cyclic group, then there are n distinct 
subgroups E1 , . . . . E, , each of which is a direct summand of some D, , such that 
A=B,O...OB,-lOEiOB,+lO...OB,OC 
for each i = 1, . . . . n. 
(2.2) Let A be a reduced countable p-primary abelian group having subgroups 
B, , B, , C, , C, , D and E such that 
(i) A = B, @ B, @ D = C, @ C, @ E, 
(ii) B, z C, , 
(iii) B, and C, are direct sums of cyclic groups, 
(iv) all the Ulm invariants of B, and of C, are finite, 
(v) for no ordinal cy is it true that the oath Ulm invariants of B, and B, are 
both nonzero, and similarly for C, and C, . 
Then if b E B&l, there exists a subgroup L such that b EL + D, and 
A=L@B,@D=L@C,@E. 
Proof. Write 
4 = hl 0 &I 0 PA 0 *a* and Cl = hl 0 [&I 0 [%I 0 * * * 
in such a way that b E [b,]. We will construct a sequence of subgroups 
Li (i = 1, 2, . ..) and two sequences of finite sets of positive integers 
Zi , Ji (i = I, 2, . ..) such that the following conditions are satisfied for 
each i = 1,2, . . . . 
(a) Li 2 L,-1 (if i > 1); 
(b) 6, ELI + D; 
(c) ifi=2m-l>l,thenb,EL,+B,+D; 
(d) if i = 2m > 1, then c, E Li + C, + E; 
(e) A = Li @ z @ [bj] @ B, @ D = Li @ 2 @ [cj] @ Cs @ E. 
SI, w, 
* Cf. [2], Theorem 1. 
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In the construction ofL, two cases arise. 
Case 1. There is an integer n, such that 
A = [b,] 0 z @ [Cj] @ c, 0 E. 
j#n, 
Case 2. For all integers n such that [cn] z [b,], 
M n (c 0 [%I 0 G 0 q f 0. 
j#n 
I f  the first case occurs, set I1 = {I}, Jr = {n,>, and L, = [bi]. Suppose then 
that the second case occurs. Let pr be the order of 6, . Write 
where D, has no cyclic summands of order pr, and each d,(t E T) has order p’. 
Now B, and C, are isomorphic, and all their Ulm invariants are finite. 
Consequently, the number of integers j such that [cj] e [&I is exactly one 
more than the number of integers i such that i > 1 and [bJ z [b,]. Further- 
more, B, has no cyclic summands of orderpr. Therefore, if R = {j 1 [ci] E [b,]}, 
and if (2.1) is applied to the decompositions 
then it follows that there exist an integer n E R and an index t E T such that 
Hence if 
= [&I 0 2 0 [Cj] @ c, 0 E. 
j in 
21 = 6, + d, ) 
then u has order pr, and 
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Therefore 
and if we set L, = [u], L, = {l}, and Jr = {n}, then it is clear that (a)-(e) 
are satisfied for i = 1. 
Suppose now that k > I, and that Ii , Ji and L, have been constructed 
for each i = 1, . . . . k - 1. We will obtain Ik , Jk and L, in the case k is odd, 
say k = 2m - 1. The construction for even k is similar. 
I f  b, EL,-, + B, + D, then set Ik = I,-, , Jk = Jk-l and L, = L,-, . 
Suppose that b,,, $ L,-, + B, + D. It then follows from (e) that 
b, = x + Qi, + ... + sabig +y + .z 
where x EL~-~ , y  E B, , z E D, ii , . . . . i, $1%-i , and s, , . . . . sq are integers 
such that sibij # 0 for eachj = 1, . . . . 4. We may assume that slbil has minimal 
height among the elements slbil , . . . . sabiQ . Write 
sjbij = p’$bij (j = 1, *.a, 4) 
where p and f1 are relatively prime. Then if 
w = ilbil + ... + f,bi , 
it follows that 
c. 0 Lb,1 = [WI 0 2 * 0 PJ, 
W,-, jCI,-,,i#i, 
and that 6, E [w] + L,-, + B, + D. By repeating the preceeding argument 
for w in place of b, , we conclude that there exist an element u and an integer 
n 4 Jlcpl such that w E [u] + D and 
Thus if we set L, = L,-, + [u], I, = IkPl u {ir} and Jlc = Jkel u {n}, then 
condition (a)-(e) are satisfied for i = k. Therefore, the existence of the 
sequences Li , Ji , Li (i = 1,2, . ..) follows by induction. 
Define the subgroup L by 
L = (=jLi. 
i=l 
It then follows from (b) that b E [b,] 2 L + D, and it follows from (c), (d), 
and(e)thatA=L@B,@D=L@C,@E. 
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(2.3) If z3 is a reduced countable p-primayy abelian group, and ;f B, C, D 
and E are subgroups of d such that A 1~ B @ D == C 0 I?, B 2 C, and all 
the Ulm invariants of B and of C auejinite, then there exists a .+yroup L such 
that =2 = I, <Y! D =: I, -1 E. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the Urn types (;T(B) =: C:T(C) = 7. 
If  7 -7 1, B and C are direct sums of cyclic groups, and the result follows 
from (2.2). Suppose then that 7 _I 1, and that (2.3) holds whenever the 
Ulm tvpes are less than 7. Write 
B[p] = {b, , b,, 6, , . ..) and C[p] =: {r, , f2 , c3 , . ..I. 
We will construct three sequences of subgroups L, , Bi , Ci (i -: 0, 1, 2, . ..) 
such that the following conditions hold for each i ~~ 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
(a) Li 2 Lip1 (if i .> 0); 
(b) if i ~: 2m ~~ 1 % 0, then b,,, EL, + 11; 
(c) if i = 2~2 0, then c, EL, E; 
(d) .-I = L, %’ B, 3 D =: L; ‘3 C, 13 B; 
(e) L; and Bj, and Lj and c’, , have no nonzero Ulm invariants in 
common. 
Set L, == 0, B, =p B, and C, C. Assume that L, , B, , and C, have been 
obtained for each i 0, . . . . k ~~~ 1. LVe will obtain L, , B,. , and C,. in the 
case k is odd, say k --= 2777 1. The construction of those subgroups for 
even k follows in the same way. Write 
and let u be the component of b,,, in B,-, determined by the first decomposition. 
If  IJ = 0, set L, = L,-, , B,< == B,.-, , and C, = C,L-, . Suppose then that 
u # 0. In this case there is an ordinal 01 -: 7 such that 
u E B”,p, , but u $ B;:; 
Inasmuch as u is an element of order p and finite height in Bi-, , there is a 
direct decomposition 
B;t.-, = U @ U’ 
such that u E U, p’U :~ : 0 for some positive integer Y, and C” has no cyclic 
direct summand of order less than pr+r. By Zippin’s theorem and Urn’s 
theorem, B,-, has a direct decomposition 
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such that V and B, have no nonzero Ulm invariants in common, P s U, 
and B,” g U’. Moreover, since U is a maximal direct summand of Bg-, of 
bounded order pr, it follows that 
B”,-, = U @ B;. 
Since B,-, z C,-, , we can decompose C,-, into a direct sum 
c,-, = W@C1, 
in such a way that C, E B, and W g V. Applying (2.2) to the decompositions 
A” = U @ (L”,-, @ B;) @ D” = W” @ (L”,-, @ C;) @ E”, 
we obtain a subgroup S such that u E S + D” and 
By (1.3) there exist two subgroups Q and R such that Q = R” = S and 
A=OOL,_,OB,OD=ROLk--lOClcOE. 
Now 
AIS = Q/S 0 (L,-, 0 BI, 0 D 63 S]/S = R/S @ (L,-, @ C, @ E @ S)/S, 
Q/S z R/S, and the Ulm types UT(Q/S) = lJT(RIS) = 01< 7. Therefore 
by the assumption of the induction there exists a subgroup ME? S such that 
A/S = M/S @(L,-, @B, @ D @ S)/S = M/S @ (L,-, @ C, @E @ S)jS, 
and it follows that 
A=MOL,_,OB,OD=MOL,_,OC,OE. 
Furthermore, u E M + D, so that b, E M + L,-, + D. Hence if we set 
L, =M+-L,, then it is clear that (a)-(e) are satisfied for i = k. 
Having the sequence L,(i = 0, 1, 2, . ..). define 
L = fiLi. 
i=O 
Then it follows from (d) that L n D = L n E = 0, and that L 0 D and 
L @ E are pure subgroups of A. Also, (b) and (c) imply that L @ D 2 A[p] 
andL@EZA[p].ThusA=L@D=L@E. 
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THEOREM. Let G be a reduced countable torsion abelian group fey which 
all the Ulm invariants of each primary component are finite. Then, .for any 
abelian groups H and K, G @ H E G @ K implies H z K. 
Boof. Suppose G <+) II g G @ K. Write 
F=G@H=G’@K’ 
where G’g G and K’ E K. Since G is reduced, the maximal divisible 
subgroups of F, H, and K’ all coincide. Therefore, by factoring out this 
subgroup, we may assume that E is reduced. Set A = G + G’, and define 
D = A n H and E = A n K’. Then A is reduced countable torsion group. 
Moreover A = G @ D, since G n D = G n H = 0 and 
G+D=G+(AnH)=An(G+H)=AnF=A. 
Similarly A = G’ @ E. Therefore, it follows from (2.3) that there is a 
subgroup L _C A such that 
A =L@D=L@E. 
Consequently, 
L+H==L+D+H=A+H=F, 
and 
LnH=LnAnH=LnD=O. 
Therefore F = L @ H, and similarly F = L @ K’. We conclude that 
HE K’ g K, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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